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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we consider the Markov solution process for a stochastic para-
bolic differential equation with time delay. Under the Lipschitz condition and
boundedness on the drift and diffusion coefficient, properties of the weak infinite-
simal generator of the associated Markov operators are established. Actions of
the weak infinitesimal generator on the space of quasi-tame functions are also
investigated.
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1. Introduction

Let r > 0 and t > O. Denote the intervals [-r,O] and [0,] by J and L, respectively. Let
C(J) be the space of continuous functions :J, and let Co(L be the space of continuous func-
tions :LR such that (0)- ()= O. Let Co(J x L) be the space of continuous functions

e: J xl with e(t, O) e(t, ) 0 for each t J. It is clear that C(J), Co(L), and Co(J x L) are

separable Banach spaces under the uniform topology. Throughout the paper, we shall use the
same notation II" II for the sup-norms for all three spaces C(J), Co(L), and Co(J x L), i.e.,
II II sup n(t) for C(J), II II sup () for Co(L and

tJ xL
]]8]] =sup ]8(t,x)] for 8C0(JxL). If :[-r,)xL is a continuous function, with

+(, -+(,)-0 Co +-,+), t o n (,:)+a+ L, +(.,:):++U y
t(0, x)=(t+0, x), 0eJ. Note that t(’,x) eC(J), t(’,’)eCo(JxL), and for each
t G [- r, ), (t,. G Co(L). Let H L2(L), the space of squared integrable functions. H is a

separable Hilbert space with the inner product

(, ) / ()()d, , z H.
0

Let " (.,-)1/2 be its Hilbertian norm. Then Co(L can be continuously embedded into H.
For simplicity of the notation we denote the space Co(J x L) by C0 throughout this paper. Let

d2A be the differential operator defined on the domain D(A), where
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D(A) { E H" , ’ are absolutely continuous, " E H, and (0) (t) 0}.

The differential operator A’D(A)-H defined above has the spectrum a(A) that consists of the
simple eigenvalues

n-()2, n-1,2,3,...

with the corresponding eigenfunctions

Ca(x) / sinnrX 2 3.---, n 1,

Note that Aen- Anen and (Ca, era)- 5n, m, where 5n, m- 1 if n-m and 5n, m- 0 if n -m.
Let (S(t),t _> O) be the strongly continuous semigroup in Co(L generated by the infinitesimal
generator A. In fact (of. [16]),

t

S(t)(x) / G(t, x, y)(y)dy, e H,
0

where G(t x y) is the Green function for the heat equation on_ Au with homogeneous Dirichlet
boundary conditions.

Let (W(t, x), (t, x) + x L) be the standard Brownian sheet defined on a complete probabi-
lity space (, ,P). For each t _> 0, let (5(t), _> 0) be the incroeasing family of sub-r-algebras of
subsets of , where (t) r(W(s, x), 0 <_ s <_ t,x L). Let (W(t, x), (t, x) R + L) denote the

02
space-time white noise. Formally, one can write Iz(t,x)- o-yW(t,x), (see e.g. [16]).

Consider the following stochastic partial functional differential equation and homogeneous
Dirichlet boundary conditions:

u(0, x) q(0, x), (0, x) C J L,

(1.1)

where f: L C(J) and g: L C(J)- are continuous functions satising Assumptions (A1)-
A2) to be specified later. Throughout the end of this paper, we define f , "c(g L)C(L) by
f (q)(x)- f(x,(.,x)) and ()(x)- g(x,(.,x)) for all x L, where C(JL) and C(L)are
spaces of continuous functions on J L and L, respectively.

Recently, there was a tremendous interest in the deterministic (g(x,)- 0) partial functional
differential equation due to its applications to mathematical biology (see [2], [5], [10]). The class
of equations of this type include the following logistic equation

Ou(t x)- O2u(t x)+ u(t x)(1- u(t- r x))Ot Ox2’

When the time delay r- O, equation (1.1) becomes the so-called stochastic reaction-diffusion
equation (see e.g., [6], [7], [9], [12], [13], [16])of the following form:

 fi ,t
o

x))W(t, ), e (0, (0,x) + f(x, u(t, x)) + g(x, u(t, x

o) o, > o,
u(O,x) rl(x), x C L.

(1.4)
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Equation (1.1) also includes the well-studied stochastic functional differential equations as record-
ed in [11] and references contained therein. However, stochastic functional differential equations
with spatial diffusion such as equation (1.1) have not been studied at all. The main purpose of
this paper is to study the Markovian solution of equation (1.1) and its weak infinitesimal genera-
tor under conditions to be specified later.

The solution process of equation (1.1) should be interpreted as follows. An L2(gtx+ L)
stochastic process u- (u(t, x), (t, x) C [-r, oc) L) defined on the probability space (f,aJ, P)is
said to be a solution process of equation (1.1) with the initial datum r] C Co if the following condi-
tions are satisfied"

(i) u(t, x) (t, x) for (t, x) e J L;
(ii) for each t _> 0, u(t, x) is (t)-measurable for all x L;
(iii) u(t, x) is P-a.s. continuous in (t, x) e + L and satisfies P-a.s. the following stochastic

integral equation for each (t, x) R + L;

u(t,x) / G(t,x,y)(O,y)dy + ] / G(t- s,x,y)f(Y, Us( ,y))dyds
0 0 0

+ / / G(t-s,x,y)g(y, us(.,y))W(dy, ds). (1.3)
0 0

Note that the last integral in the RHS of (1.3) should be interpreted as an Ito integral (see e.g.,
[16]). The uniqueness of the solution process of equation (1.1) is defined in the usual sense (cf.,
[16]).

Throughout the end of this paper, we shall assume that the functions f, g: L x C(J)--*N satisfy
the following two conditions:

(A1) There exists a constant K > 0 such that [f(x,)[ _< K and [g(x,)] _< K for all
(x, ) e L C(J);

(A2) There exists a constant k>0 such that If(x,)-f(x,)l _kll-ll and Ig(x,)-
g(x,)] _kll-l] for all (x,)LC(g).

Under assumptions (A1)-(A2), it can be shown (see Ill], [16]) by the standard Picard itera-
tions that, for each initial datum Co, equation (1.1) has a unique solution process u-

(t, L).
Let (ut(. .),t >0) be the C0-valued process of equation (1.1), where for each t>O,

ut(0 x)" u(t + , x; ), (0, x) J x L. For simplicity, we sometimes write the C0-valued solution

process u for ut(. .). To further stress the dependence of the C0-valued solution process for
equation (1.1) on its initial datum, we let (Tt, > O) be the family of solution maps of equation
(1.1) defined by Tt()(O,x)- u(t + 0, x;r/), for t> 0, and (O,x) J xL.

It can be shown (cf. [11]) that for each > 0, Tt: Co---+L2(ft, Co; (t)), where L2(f, Co; 51t))is
the space of all Co-valued random variables (R) that are 5(t)-measurable and E( II 19 I] ):
f II (R)(w)II 2dp(co) < oc, where again I1" II is the sup-norm for C0.

Following the same argument as that of [11], one can show that for each r] C Co, the Co-
valued stochastic process (Tt(r), t > 0) is a Markov process defined on (ft,J,P;(5(t),t > 0)) with

the time-homogeneous Markov transition probabilities p(r,t,.):%(Co)N, where %(C0)is the
Borel r-algebra of subsets of CO and p(, t,B) p(Tt(r) B), B %(C0).

The main purpose of this paper is to investigate the weak infinitesimal generator of the C0-
valued Markov solution maps (Tt(r]), >_ 0) of equation (1.1). The definition of the weak infinite-

simal generator A is explained as follows.
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Let (b be the Banach space of all bounded uniformly continuous functions :C0---R. Let
(pt, t >_ 0), Pt:eb--,Cb, be the semigroup of Markov operators associated with the Markov solution
maps (Tt, t >_ 0) defined by Pt(gt)(O) E[qt(Tt(o))], q G eb, r] E CO and t > 0. The weak infinite-
simal generator A: D(A)--Eb of the Markov solution maps (Tt, t _> 0) is dellned by

t() w-lim
Pt()-

t-,O+ t 1.e.

A() lim
{pt(), #) {, #}

t--,0 + t Vp

where D(A) is the set of all for which the above weak limit exists, (the topological dual
space of b) is the space of all probability measures p on the Borel measurable space (C0, (C0)),
and

(,,)" [ O(q)d#(q), e b and p

C0
Since the main purpose of this paper is to discuss the property of A, the restrictions on the

Nnctions f and g have not been pushed to a minimum for the purpose of establishing an

existence and uniqueness result. In Net, an existence result can be proved under a lot weaker
growth conditions than those in (A1) such as a linear growth condition (see e.g., [6], [7], [11], and
[16]).

This paper is organized as follows. The preliminary results that are needed for establishing
the main results of this paper are contained in Section 2. In Section 3, the space of quasi-tame
Nnctions and properties of the semigroup of shift operators related to A are investigated. In
particular, the action of the infinitesimal generator of the shift operators on a quasi-tame Nnction
is illustrated. Finally, the properties of weak infinitesimal generator A of the semigroup of
Markov operators and its action on a quasi-tame Nnction are studied in Sections 4 and 5,
respectively.

2. Preliminary Results

The Green function G(t,x,y) associated with the heat equation On_ O2u with homogeneous-b-[ Ox2

Dirichlet boundary conditions has the following representations (see e.g., [16]):

G(t,x,y) E x({t >_ 0})exp(-Ant)n(X)n(y),
n--1

where x(B) denotes the indicator function of the set B; and
o (y_ x_ 2n)2

G(t, x,y) 1 E {exp[ 4t ]+ exp[ (Y + x4.t-2nt)2]}"
It is also known (see e.g. [16]) that G(t,x, y)satisfies the following equations:

1. G(t + s, x, y) f G(t, x, z)G(s, z, y)dz for all s, >_ 0 and x, y L.
0

2. f f G2(s,x,y)dyds < cx for all t> 0 and x G L and hence lim
0 0 t---*O + f G2(s, x, y)dyds

0

0 uniformly in x G L.
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sup G2(t+O-s,x,y)dyds< --(1-e(O,x) E J L k=l
2Akt).

We need the following two lemmas.

Lemma 2.1: Let T > O. If : [0, T] x L-- is a measurable function such that

T

/ / G2(s,x,y)2(s,y)dyds<,
0 0

then

E G(T + O , , )(, )W(d, d)
(0, x) J L

0 0

T

< sup f f G2(T---x L
0 0

s,x,y)2(s,y)dyds.

Proof: It is clear from [16] that for all x E L,

0 0

is an ff(t)-martingale. Therefore, by the martingale inequality (see e.g. [16]),

t+o

sup / / + o-
(O,x)JxL J J

0 0

_<sup / / G2(T-s,x,y)2(s,y)dyds.
xL o o

Let t: J x LN be the simple function defined by

0if-r<0<0, xEL,
(o, )

lifO-O, xL,

and let A be the vector space of simple functions of the form at where a R. Clearly CO n A
{0}, where 0 Co is the zero function. Let us consider the direct sum Co (9 A equipped with the
norm

II , + q, II sup
(O,x) GJL

I,(O,)l + lal, ,Co, aGN.

The proof of the following lemma is similar to that of Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2 of [11], and
is therefore omitted.

Lemma 2.2:

1. Let c C. Then c has a unique (continuous) linear extension ’Co (R) A--,N satisfying
the following weak continuous property (W1):
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(Wl) /f {r]k}k__l is a bounded sequence in CO such that k(O,x)---rl(O,x) as k--oc for all

(O,x) E J x L for some r] C0 0 A, then a(/k)--(r/) as k. The extension map
e: Co(C0 A)*, a is a linear isometry injective map.

2. Let :0xC0N be a continuous bilinear map. Then has a unique (continuous) biliu-
ear extension :(C0 A) x (C0 A) satisfying the weak continuity property (W2):

(W2) ff {k}= 1, {k}kl are bounded sequences in C0 such that k(O,x)(O,x) and

{k(O, x)(O, x) as k for all (O, x) J x L for some , Co A, then Z(k, k)
fl (, ) as k.

3. A Semigroup of Shift Operators

For each r/ Co, define ’[- r, oc) x LR by

v (t, ) { fo a(t, , ),(0, )d i (t, ) e

r/(t, x) if (t, x) J L.

Define also the shift operator St" ebCb by setting

s()(,) (t), e Co, e c.

+ xL,

(3.1)

The following proposition gives a canonical characterization for the strong continuity of the
Markov operators (pt, t _> 0) in terms of the shift operators (St, t >_ 0).

Pxoposition 3.1: The family of shift operators (st, t >_ O) forms a contraction semiqroup on

limSt(qt)(rl) lim Pt(qt)(rl) qt() for all Cb. Further-Cb such that for each Co,
t---.o+ to+

lira St()(rl)- (7) uniformly inmore, tolim+ Pt()(rl) (rl) uniformly r Co if and only if t--,o +
rl Co.

Proof: Let s, t >_ 0, r/ Co. Then (S o Ss)()(rl) ((s)i- where (s)t- (0, x)
(s)- (t + O, x). Now,

(t + O, x) I fo G(t + O, x, y)s(0, y)dy if (t + 0, x) R + x L,
(v)

( s(t+O,x) if(t+O,x) GJxL.

Note that

0 0

a(t + O,,v)(O,v)dv

f a(t + o, , ) a(, , z)(o, z)dz d
0 0

G(t + O, x, y)G(s, y, z)rl(O z)dydz (by Fubini’s theorem)
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since

G(t + s + O, x, z)r](O, z)dz t + s(O, x), for t + 0 >_ 0, s >_ 0, x E L,

a(t,,)a(,,z)d G(t + ,,z) or ,z L.
0

If -r_<t+0_0and t+s+0_>0, then

()- (t + o, ) (t + + o, 1 f a(t + + o, , )(o, )d + (0, ).
0

If -r_<t+s+O_<O, then (s)t-(O,x)-(s)-(t+O,x)-r/(t+s+O,x)-s+t(O,x)"
proves that

This

St(Ss())(rt) st + s()(), i.e. S o Ss S +s for all s, t O.

Therefore (St,t >_ 0) forms a semigroup of shift operators from Cb into

Cb---Cb is a contraction, we consider
To show that St.

Now

II s() II e sup !1 s()()II/II II
EC0

sup II ’I’(t)II ! II II
eCo
sup II II II t II ! II II.

0

Note that 1 t II II II. Thus for each t 0, II s Ii 1. This shows that (St,t O) is a

family of contraction maps from eb into eb.

Since for 0-0 lira t(O,x)=lim f G(t,x,y)(O,y)dy-(O x) and for 0<0, lim
t0+ t0+ 0 t0+

t(O,x)=lim (t+0 x)-lim (t+0 x)-(0, x), i.e. lim t- it is clear that lim
t0 + t0 + t0 + t0 +

st()()- () for each eb, C0. Also by sample paths continuity of the trNectory
(Tt(), 0) of equation (1.1) together with the dominated convergence theorem, one obtains

lim pt()() lim f
t0 + t0 + d

[(P+ r()())ee()

f()() ()

for eachECband rCO

To prove the second part of the proposition, note that f(,)l _< K and g(x,)l _< K for
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all (x, ) C L x C(J). Then for each t > O, (0, x) C J x L and P-a.s., we have

+f

t+o g,
f f G(t + 0 s, x, y)f(y, TS(rl)( y))dyds
0 0

t+o
f G(t + 0 s, x, y)g(y, TS(rl)( y))W(dy, ds)
0

if t+0>0

if t+0<0.

This shows that

E { sup
(O,x)_JL

Tt(r)(O, x)- Or(O, z) z}

< 2E{
t+o e

sup / / G(t + 0 s, x, y)f(y, TS(rl)( y))dyds 2}
(O,x)_JxL

0 0

t+o

+2E{ sup f f G(t+O-s,x,y)g(y, TS(O)(.,y))W(dy, ds), 2}
(0, x) E J x L

0 0

_< 2E{ sup
(O,x) eJL

t+o

0 0

f2(y, TS(rl)(.,y))dyds
0 0

t+O

+ sup f f(O,x) EJxL
0 0

(by Lemma 2.1)

_< 2 sup G2(t- s,x,y)dyds /2(tt + 1)40 as t0 /.
xEL

0 0

Therefore, E II Tt(r])- t II 2--+0, uniformly in r/ as t--0 +. This proves that if G Cb then
lim E[(Tt(o))- (t)]- 0 uniformly in r/E Co. So lim {Pt()(r/)- st(9)(r/)} 0 uniformly

t-*0 + t-0 +
in r/E Co.

Finally, writing Pt(t)(rl)- (r/) [Pt()(r/)- st()(r])] + [st(tI/)(r])- (r/)], the second
assertion of the theorem is now obvious. V1

Let C C Cb be the set of all Cb such that lim pt()_ (_ lim st()) in Cb. Then
t0 + t0 +e is a closed linear subalgebra of b which is invariant under the semigroups (gt, t >_ 0), and
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(St, t _> 0). Both (pt, t >_ 0) and (St, t >_ 0) are strongly continuous semigroups on

Let D(3,) C C be the domain of the weak infinitesimal generator 3’ for the semigroup of shift
operators (St, t >_ O) defined in (3.1), where 3’: D(3’)--Cb is defined by

3’()(q) lim tl--[st()(r/)- (q)].t-+O +

In the following, we investigate the infinitesimal generator 3’ as well as a space of functions
that lie within D(3’).

Definition 3.2: A function : Co-R is said to be a tame function if there exists a finite set of
points (01,xl) (02, x2),...,(0k, Zk) in J xL and a C-bounded function a’Rk such that

/.) Co.  bove  epre en  tion of c nea if
for any projection p: there is no function /3: R/- 1__, with c-/3 o p; in other words,
no partial derivative Djoz of a with respect to its jth variable, j 1,2,...,k vanishes identically.

Regarding tame functions, we make the following observations (see e.g. [11]):
(a) Each tame function admits a unique minimal representation.
(b) The set T of all tame functions on Co is a weakly dense subalgebra of tb, invariant

under the shift semigroup {St, t >_ 0} and generating %(C0).
(c) If E T has a minimal representation qt(q)=a(q(Oa,z),...,q(Ok, xk)), O ECo where

k>_2, then e, where e is the set of all Geb such that lim pt()_t
lim st()) in Cb.

t+o +
t--*O +

Since - (2, we need to study the set of quasi-tame functions which are defined as follows.

Definition 3.3: A function :C0--+R is said to be quasi-tame if there exists an integer k > 0
such that

qt(O h Ol(7(O,x))fll(O,x)dxdO,... ak l(rl(O,x))flk_ l(O,x)dxdO, rl(O,x)dx
r 0 --r o 0

for all r/G C0 where
(i) h:R --R is Cm-bounded.
(ii) ai: --, 1, 2,..., k 1, is C%bounded.
(iii) /3i: J x L-R, 1, 2,..., k 1, is continuous in (0, x) G J x L and piecewise C1 in 0 for

each x and Ooi is absolutely integrable over J.

The set of all quasi-tame functions will be denoted by QT.

Theorem 3.4: (i) qqr c D(3’) c C. Furthermore, if h o m Q-g where m: Co-Rk,

m(r]) o (r](0, X))fll(O, x)dxdO,..., ok
-r 0 -r 0

l(rl(O,x))k_ l(O,x)dxdO, / rl(O’x)dx
o

h: ---., ai: ---+, and/3i: J x L---R, 1, 2,..., k 1 are as in Definition 3.3, then

lim st(P)(r/)

Dih(m(rl))’[- ai(l(O,x))OO0
i=1 -r 0
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+ i (0, )d &(0, )d (( , ))&( , )d]
0 0 0

+ Dh(.(n)) S Azl(O,x)dx,
0

where Dih denotes the partial derivative of h(Yl,y2,...,yk) with respect to Yi, and Ar/(O,x)-

o(o, 1.
(ii) Q- is invariant under the semigroup (oct, t > 0), i.e., st’Q---Q- for all t > O.

(iii) Q- is a weakly dense subalgebra of Cb generating (Co).
Proof: In proving statements (i) and (ii) of the theorem, we shall assume for the sake of

simplicity that q- h o m, where h" R2-,R is Coo-bounded and

0

m(rl) i i ((O,x))(O,x)dxdO, f (O,x)dx)
--ro 0

for some C-bounded map c’R--+R and fl(O, x), /3: J x L--+, is continuous and piecewise C1 in 0
for each z E L.

Let t > 0 and consider the expression
1

0

where y,x(t)- Am(-t + (1- A)m(,), 0 _< A _< 1, and

Oh Y2)
Dh(Yl,Y2) ’,tl(Yl

o( 2)

Consider [m(t)- m(/)] _1_(i, ii), where for 0 < < r,
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t-r

iS,
Since a: --- is bounded and/3: J x L--- is continuous and piecewise C1 and O for each x, we

have

lim I- / ic(r(O x)oo(O,)ddO+ i r(O g)dy (O )dx
t--*O +

-tO 0 0

f (.(- ..1)(- ,,1,.
0

Note that
lim {//--lim {i (t(O’x)-q(Ox))dx
t---+O + t---+O +

O

lira tl--f (S(t)r/(O,x)-q(O x))dx- S Arl(O
t--O +

O O

since S(t)rl(O,x solves the following heat equation

OVo 02v( (0, ),2,). (t.)e (o.)

v(t. o) (t. ) o, t >_ o,

and the differential operator A is the infinitesimal generator of the semigroup (S(t), t > 0). This
shows that

i[m(t)- m(r])]- toliml(I’ II)

((O.x) (O.x)dxdO + rl(O.y)dy fl(O.x)dx- c(((- r.x))/3(- ..x)ax.
-ro 0 0 0

AlT(0 x)dx
0

By the continuity of Dh(Yl. Y2) we also have lim Dh(y.x(t))- Dh(m(rl) ). Therefore.
tO +
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where Dlh and D2h denote the partial derivatives of h with respect to its first and second vari-

d2able, respectively, and Arl(O,x) -2rl(O,x).
(ii) For ql- to be invariant under {St, R 0} it is sumcient to prove that it is invariant

under (St,0 r) due to the semigroup property. Let e eb be defined as ()- h o m(),
where h"NN and m: C0N are as above. Then,

st()(q) (t(O, x))fl(O, x)dxdO, t(O, x)dx
0 0

where f t(O,x)dx- / f G(t,x,y)(O,y)dydx- f (O,y)dy.
0 0 0 0

Now,
o e -t

--r 0 --r 0

o

-tO

This ows that Q is invariant under (St, 0 S t S r).

(iii) Finally, we prove that Q generates the Borel subsets of C0, N(C0). For this purpose it
is enough to show that (), the -algebra generated by , coincides with one generated by
the family of evaluations

P( (01, X1 ),..., (Ok, Xk) ): Co--->k

/9( (01, x ),..., (Ok, xk))r] (ri(01, x1), r](02, x2),..., r](Ok, :gk)),

where (Oi, xi)E J x L, i- 1,2,...,k, k- 1,2,..., and r] E C0. But this is again generated by sets

of the form {rl:r/(0, x)e A} where A C_ N is a closed set. Now A-I"I I, where I is the
n=l

complement of the open interval In- (an, bn). It is sufficient to show that
{rleC0:rl(0,)eIc}er(Qq]-) for any (0,5)eJxL. Suppose I-(y-b,y+b) for yeR and
b_>l. Let-[p-[y-b+,y+b-]andUp-lp.-c Define a sequence of functions cm:NN by

where
am(Y) 5m(Y)Y for y G ,

1, for lyl _<m,

O, for lyl _>re+l,

-y+m+l, for m<y<m+l,

y+rn+l, for -m-1 <y< -m,
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and a sequence of piecewise linear continuous functions/ , J L by

1 for (0, x) (0, ),

Ofor V/(0-)2 + (x- )2 _> ,
V
/ 1linear for 0 < (0 )2 + (x )2 < "

Let m’Co- be defined by
0

It is clear that @me q and@m(, ,(0, ). We claim that 1, G C0:,(0,) e Ic} 0
p=l

lf{ e Co:m() Up}. To prove this, let e Co be such that (0,5) e Ic. Then

(O,)eUp for all m. Hence, for each pl, elf{eCO:m()eUp}, i.e.,

e lf{ e Co: m() e Up}. Conversely, let e lf{ e Co: m() e Up}. Then
p=l p--1

for every pl, there is an pl such that m(Y) Up for all m. Taking m gives

(0,)eUp for all pl, i.e., (0,)e Up. But Ic- Up, so (0,)eIc. This proves
p=l p=l

our claim.

Since the sets { e Co: m() e Up} are clearly in a(Q$), it follows that { e Co: (0, e
Ic} e a(QY). Therefore a(QY)- N(Co).

4. The Weak Infinitesimal Generator A

Let (pt, t >_ 0), Pt:b--b, be the semigroup associated with the Markov solution process
(Tt, t _> O) defined by Pt()(rl) E[gf(Tt(q))], g E Cb, r] Co and t _> O.

In this section, we investigate the weak infinitesimal generator A of the semigroup (pt, t >_ 0),
where

A()-w-lim
pt()_

t-O +

Let D(A) be the set of all lb for which the above weak limit exists Note that w-

lim pt() p, qt Cb, by the continuity of the sample paths and dominated convergence theor-
t---O +
em.

The following lemmas are needed.

Lemma 4.1: There is a constant K > 0 (independent of t, zl) such that II 1zE(T (r])- t)II _<
K for all t > 0 and Co. Also lim

tO + zE[T (rl) t] () t, CO, where f CoC(L is

efined by (O)(x)-f(x,o(.,x)) and y(O),GC(JxL) is defined by (O),(0, x)-
f ()(x),(O).

Proof: Let K > 0 be such that f(x,)l _< K for all x C L and C C(J). Now, if + 0 < 0
and > O, then Tt()(O, x)- t(O, x) O. If 0 0 and > 0 then
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T*(,)(0, )- (o, ) f f a(t- , , )f(, T’(,)(.,))
0 0

0 0

Note that E[(Tt(y)(O, x) t(O, x))]

=E[i i G(t- s,x,Y)f(Y, TS(l)(" ,Y))dyds],
0 0

using the martingale property of the Ito integral. Therefore,

0 0

,-,’-i S’/’-’.-.,/’,"
0 0

=K, forallt>O, (O,x) GJxLandr/xCO

1This shows that II-iE(T (rl)- Ot)II < K for all t > 0 and /E Co.
we have tr+ E[Tt(rl)(O,x)- t(O,x)]- 0 and for 0- O, we have

Consequently, for -r _< 0 < O,

lim E[(Tt(rl)(O, ) t(O, x))]
tO +

limt._,o +i i G(t-s’x’y)E[F(y’Ts(I)(’y))]dyds
0 0

lim E e "xn(t -s y)E[f(y, TS(r])( y))]dyds
t---O+ n= 10 0

S Cn(x)n(y)f(y, /(., y))dy
n--10

+ lim
t-+O + E "kn)e "xn(t s)n(x),(Y)E[f(Y’ TS(r)(" y))]dyds

n--1

,(x),(y)f(y, 7(’, y))dy 7 (r#)(x).
n=l0

This shows that for a E C aim E[(Tt(r#) t)] (7 (r#) (R) t) where ’Co---+Co (R) A is
t--O +

the extension of a CO as defined in Lemma 2.2.
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Lemma 4.2: Let fl be a continuous bilinear form on C0. Then

lim [E(Tt(rl) t, Tt(q)
to +

t+.

tE( G(t + s, ,,y)g(y,y( ,y))W(dy, ds),
o o

t+. /

f ] a(t +. ,,, ,)(,,,(., ))w(, ))1 o.
o o

Proof: We prove first that

where

7(g,q)(t)(O,x)

1___(lim E ]l Tt(o)-
tO + 7(g, ,)(t) II o,

t+o

o
f G(t + 0 s, x, y)g(y, r/(., y))W(dy, ds), if (0, x) C t, O] x L,
o

0 if (O,x)C [-r, -t)L.

Observe that for 0 < t < r, and (O,x) G[-t, O] L,

1 .(Ttv (,)(o, ) ,(o, )) T(g, rl)(t)(O, x)

Therefore,

t+o
1

o
G(t + 0 s, x, y)f(y, TS(rl))( y)dyds

o

t+o
1

o
a(t + 0 , , )g(, T’(,))(., )W(d, d)

o

t+o

a(t + o , , )(, (., v))W(dv, d).
o

1 (T

+ 2E{

sup
(O,x) EJxL

t+o

/ / G(t + 0 s, x, y)f(y, TS()( y))dyds 2}
o o

sup
(O,x) EJxL

t+o

a(t + 0 , , v)[(v, ’()(., v)) (v, (., v))]W(d, d) 2}
o
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+ / f sup a(t + ,,, )[g(, v’(,)(., )) 9(,,(., ))]:aa
0 0

(O, x) J x L

kk( -2k K2 1 (1-e 2,ktK2 1 1-e )4-8 --k= 1 kk<2-
k=l

10K2 - k(1--ett
k--1

2Xkt)---)0 as t--+0 ---,

t+O

(, )(t)(o, ) f f a(t + o- , ,)(,( ))w(, e)
0 0

t+O ,
E exp( An(t -t- 0 s))n(X)n(y)g(y rl( y))W(dy, ds)
n=lo o

t+o

Cn(X) f / exp nt + O s))n(Y)g(y, rl( Y))W(dy, ds)
n=l 0 0

t+O

E Cn(x) exp ,n(t + 0 s))dBn(ds), if (0, x) e t, O] x L.
n--1 0

c +O
This shows that 7(g, r/)(0, x) X([ t, 0] L) E Cn(x) f exp( ,n(t + 0 s))dBn(s), where

n=l 0

Bn(t)- f Cn(Y)g(Y, q(’, y))W(dy, ds) is a Brownian motion with mean zero and E[B2n(t)]- r2nt,
0

with
0

Now, since is bilinear,

fl(Tt(7) -t, Tt(rl) t) tl-fl(7(g, r/)(t), 7(g, r/)(t))

fl((t(r])- t) 7(, ,)(t), t(T’(,) v,)

1--7+ Z( (T’(,) , (,,)(t)), (,,)(t))

1+ Z( (, ,)(t),( (,) , (, ,)(t))).

Thus, by continuity of/ and HSlder inequality, one obtains:
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for all t > O. But II tT(g, z/)(t)II =
sup

(O,x) E J L

t+o

(O.x) E j /0 /o G(t +0--s,x,y)g(y,l( ,y))dyds

t+o
K2 sup / / G2(t + O s, x, y)dyds<-- t (O,x) e gL

0 0

This shows that

K2 1 2Xkt-<- x_(1 -e < oe for all t > 0.
k--1

lim [E3(Tt(o) t, Tt(rl) t) -E(7(g, rl)(t), 7(g, z/)(t))] O.
to +

Lemma 4.3: For any continuous bilinear form 13 on Co,

lim E<Tt(rl) t, Tt(o) t) E 3(anCn’
tO+

n-" 1

where an ,
0

Prf: In view of the preceding lemma, it suffices to show that

lim E(7(g, o)(t), 7(g, ,)(t)) (a.n,
tO+ n 1

If , E C0, let (R) q be the function from J x L x J x L-R defined by

( (R) )(0, x, 7, y) (0, x)r/(7, y) for all (0, x, 7, y) E J x L x J x L.

N
The projective tensor product CO (R) rCo is the vector space of all functions of the form
where i, i Co, 1, 2,..., N. It carries the norm i-

N N
[I h II (R) r

inf { E II II It I1" h e Co, 1, 2,..., N},
--1 i--1

where the infimum is taken over all possible finite representations of h G CO (R) rC0. Denote by
Co @ rCo the completion of Co (R) rCo under the above norm. It is well known from [15] that
Co @ Co is continuous and densely embedded in Co(J x L x J x L,,), the Banach space (under
the sup-norm) of all continuous functions I’" J x L x J x LR with r(0, 0, 7, y) r(0, , 7, y)
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r(o,,, o) r(o,, , e) o for all x,y L.

Since CO is a separable Banach space, so is Co@rCo. Let C CO be a countable dense
subset of Co, then the countable set

N
q (R) q {E i(R)rli:i,li e q,i 1,...,g,N 1,2,...}

i=1

is dense in Co (R) .Co and hence in Co .Co.

The continuous bilinear form on Co corresponds to a continuous linear functional

(Co Co)*.
Now let 1,2 ( L2(f,Co), where L2(,Co) is the space of Co-valued random variables O

defined on (, , f) such that f [[ @(w) [[ 2dR < cxz. The map Co (R) Co---,Co (R) rCo, (, zl)- (R) r

is clearly continuous bilinear.

Thus 1(" @ 2(" )" a-*C0 @ rC0, c-+l(W) @ 2(w) is Borel measurable. But II el(W)@
2(W) [[ @ [[ el(W)[[ 1] 2(W)[[ for almost all w G ; hence by nhlder inequality, the integral

l(W) 2(w)[[ dR(w) exists and

II 1() @ 2(c0) II rdP(w) -< [/ I[ 1(c0) II 2dP(w)]l/2[/ II 2(w) II 2dP(w)]1/2"

From the separability of CO (R) rCo, the Bochner integral

E[1(" (R) 2(" )] / el(W) (R) 2(w)dP(w)

exists in CO (R) rCo. Furthermore, it commutes with the continuous linear functional /3, i.e.,
Eft(el(" ),2(" )) Eft (1(")(R) 2(" ))"

For0<t<rand (0, x), (r,y) eJxL,

E[7(, )()(R) 7(,,)()((0, ), (, ))] E[(,,)()(0, )(,,)()(, ))]

t+o

f f a(t + o-
0 0

t+r

0 0

t+O

[ ()
3--1 0

exp( Aj(t + 0 s))dBj(s) E Ok(Y)
k-1 0

exp ((- Ak(t + - s)dBk(s))

n--1 0

+ min(0, r)

exp( An(2t+O+v 2s))2rnds

1 An[max(O r) min(O, r)]

k=l

,(t + o + )],(),(v).
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Let (.)K(O,x;v,y)- E[7(g, rl)(t)(R)7(g, rl)(t)(O,x;r,y)]
x) 2

1 z- O’n ire An(max(O’ r)- min(O, "r) An(2t + 0 +
Zjt )] -(:1,,(v)I- , ol()I- o1(1

Since 7(g, r/)(t) e 2(f2, Co), is clear from (.) that K e CO ,rC0 and

EZ((, ,)(t) ---(, ,)(t)) (K).

A simple calculation using (,) and the fact that E (Co ,rCo)* yields

lim (K) E 2-
t-0 + n 1

i.e. K E(7(g, rl)(t) (R) 7(g, )(t)).
Since 7(g, o)(t)E 2(, Co), it is clear from (,) that

E(7(g, 7)(t), 7(g, r)(t)) (Kt).

Therefore lim }E(7(g, r)(t), 7(g,
t--*O +

n=l

2 2 2where an f (Y,Cn(Y)g (. ,y))dy. This proves the lemma.
0

Let D() C C be the domain for the infinitesimal generator of the semigroup (St, 2 0),
where : D()eb is defined by

5()(r) lim {-[St()(r/)-t-O +
In order to study the weak infinitesimal generator A of the semigroup of Markov operators
(pt, t > 0) for the solution maps (Tt, t > 0) of equation (1.1), we need the following conditions:

(C1) e DY);
(C2) is C (twice Frechet differentiable);
(63) The Frechet derivatives D and D2qt are globally bounded;
(64) D2 is globally Lipschitz on C0.

Theorem 4.1:
each rl Co,

Suppose q’Co+N satisfies conditions (C1)-(C4).

where

Then e D(A) and for

A()(r/) Y()(r/) + D(r/)( (r/) (R) 5) + 21- E a2nD2(rl)(n (R) t, Cn (R)
n--1

: f (u)(, ,(., ))d.
0

Proof: Fix r G CO and let (Tt(r), >_ 0) be the solution process of equation (1.1) through the
initial datum . Suppose q E D(A).
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Since is C2, then by Taylor’s theorem (see e.g. [8]),

#(Tt(r/)) #(r/) #(t) #(r/) + D#(t)(Tt(r/) t + n2(t)), a.s. t > 0,

where
1

R2(t / (1 A)D2(t + A(Tt(r/)- -t))(Tt(r/) t, Tt(r/) t)dA a.s.

0

Taking expectations, we obtain

+E[(Tt(r/)) (r/)] +[st()(r/) (r/)] / ED(t)(Tt(r/) t) 4- En2(t).

Note that lim 1

+ z[s
We need to evaluation the following two limits

lim E(D(-t)(Tt(r/) t),
t0 4-

and
lim ER2(t).
t0 4-

We first evaluate (4.1). From the proof of Lemma 4.1, there exists a K > 0 such that

(4.1)

(4.2)

[[ E(Tt(r/)- t)[[ < K for all t > 0 and all r/ Co.

Hence,
lt-(E[+(t)(Tt(r)- t)])-+E[(D+(r)(Tt(q)-
[Dqg(-t)[E(Tt(r/)- t)]- D(r/)[E[Tt(r/)-_

K II D(t)- D(r/) II for all t > O.

Letting t-O 4- and using the continuity of D at r/, we obtain

lim +E[D(t)(Tt(r/) t)]
t0 +

lim D(r/)E[Tt(r/)--t]t--0 +
Dqz(r/)f (r/)(R) t) by Lemma 4.1.

Second, we look at the limit (4.2). Observe that if K is a bound for f, g: L C(J) and if
t > 0 is small, then

t+O

E II Tt(r/) t II 4 E sup / f G(t -s -t- O, x, y)f(y, TS(r/)( y))dyds
(O,x) EJxL

0 0

t+O

-/ / G(t + O- s,x,y)g(y, TS(r/)( ,Y))W(dy, ds) 4

0 0

t+O

_< 8 E sup / / G(t 4- 0 s, x, y)f(y, TS(r/)( y))dyds 4

(O,x) EJxL Jo 0
J
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t+o

+ 8 E sup ] / G(t + 0 s, x, y)g(y, TS()( y))W(dy, ds) 4

(O,x) E J L JO JO__
8/’2t4 -- 8 I’2t / / g II (t , , y)g(y, T()(y)) II 4dyd8

o o

<_ 8 K2t4 + 8K2K4t f j G4(t- s, x, y)dyds: A(t),
0 0

where we have used the property of the It$ integral (see e.g. [16])., E [0, 1],
Note furthermore that, if

ED2qd(qt q- A(Tt(rl) qt))(Tt(rl) t, Tt(rl)

1ED2t()(Tt() t, Tt()t

}E{ II D(t + A(Tt()- t))- D2(q)II II Tt(q)- t II }

{El II D2( + A(Tt()- ))- D2()II 2]}1/2" {E[ II Tt()- t I[ 4]}1/2
1 1

But D is globally Lipschit, with Lipschit constant , so

E II D2q(t + (Tt(rl)- t))- D2q(q)II 2

2E( II t- r/II + II Tt(rl)- t II )2

2k II t- r/ II 2 + 2k2{E II zt(rl)- t II 4}1/2

2k II t- II + 2k2(A(t))1/2

Letting t--0 /, we have

lim ED2(t + (1 ,)(Ttq t)(Tt(rl)- t, Tt(q)-
t--*O q-

(Tt(rl) t, Tt(rl)
lim ED@(rl) tt--*0 +

uniformly in A E [0, 1]. From this and Lemma 4.3,

/ }E[D2(’)(Tt()- -t, Tt(’)- t)]dllim ERz(t (1 A) t<+t0 +
o

f ()where . (y, ,(., y))dy.
0
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This proves that
A()(y) lim ((Tt())- (7))

t--+O +

2 D2(r/) (n (R) t,n (R) t)()(r/)+D(r) f ()@ + n
n=l

where D2(q) is the extension of the bilinear function D2() on C0

f
0

2and n

5. The Weak Infinitesimal Generator on Quasi-Tame Functions

In this section, we are interested in the action of the weak infinitesimal generator A on the
class of quasi-tame functions Qq[ as defined in Definition 3.3.

Theorem 5.1" QT c_ D(A). If E QT is of the form () h(m(y)), 7 Co, where h:
m: Co-Rk,

re(O)-- (/ / Ol((O,x))fll(O,x)dxdO,... / / k_l(,(O,x))flk_l(O,x)dxdO, f
-r 0 -r 0 0

then
ai: --+ and fli: J x L-,

+ f a(j rl(O,y)dy)fli(O,x)dx- / ai(rl(-r,x))fl(-r,x)dx]
0 0 0

0

+ Dh(m(r]))(/ / Dai(r/(O,x))( (r])(R) ,)(0, X)fll(O x)dxdO,
-r 0

o

// /-Dok l(rl(O,x))(f (rl) (R) t)(O,x)flk l(O,x)dxdO, (f (r]) (R) t)(O,x)dx)
--r 0 0

+1/2 E rn2 D2h(m(rl))(Dm()n (R) t, Dm()n (R) )
n=l

0

Dh(m(rl))(/ / D2al(rl(O’x))(n (R) t,n (R)

-r 0

o

/ / n2k-l(rl(O’x))(n (R)t’n (R)t>(o,x)k_l(O,x)dxde,O).
--r 0

Proof: To prove QT C D(A), we need to show that each h o m Q7 satisfies conditions
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(C1)-(C4) of 4. It is clear that each E q]l is also in D(.A). By applying the chain rule under
the integral sign, one gets

0 i

D(r/)() Dh(m(q)) (/ / DOl(rl(O,x))((O,x)tl(O,x)dxdO
--r 0

o g

...,/ : Dok_ l(rl(O,z))(,(O,x))3k_ l(O,z)dzdO, / (O,z)dx),
-r 0 0

and
D2(r/)(l, 2)- D2h(m(rl))(Dm(rl)(l),Drn(q)(2))

0

+ Dh(rn(rl))( : : D2al(r/(0, X))(1(0, X), 2(0, X)/’/1(0’ x)dxdO,
-r 0

o

"’ / f D20k -l(r/(O’ gg))(l(O’ X), 2(0, a))./k -l(O, x)dxdO, 0).
-r 0

Furthermore, from Theorem 3.4 and Theorem 4.1, we have

2 D2(r/)(n (R)t en (R) t)"A()(r/) Y()(r/) + D(rl)(f (rl) (R) ) + 1/2 E an
n--1

The conclusion of the theorem follows.
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